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SUMMARY IN SWEDISH  

Vatten är grundläggande för människans överlevnad, en ohållbar 
utveckling, praxis och viljan att göra ekonomiska vinster på kort sikt, är 
orsaker till vattenbrist i många områden runt om i världen. Vattenbrist 
och närliggande frågor inverkar negativt på världens fattiga befolkning. 
Att bekämpa fattigdom genom integrerad vattenresursförvaltning 
(IWRM) är ett lovande system som garanterar långsiktig hållbarhet.  

Indiens jordbruk är en global kraftkälla. Jordbruket spelar en betydande 
roll i Indiens ekonomi. Jordbruket är en sektor som i hög grad är 
beroende av vatten, en resurs som blir alltmer sällsynt i Indien av olika 
skäl. I delar av landet, har försök gjorts under de senaste decennierna, att 
reglera de knappa vattenresurser mer effektivt och utnyttja dem klokare, 
så att jordbruket som den viktigaste ekonomiska ryggraden i de lokala 
samhällena, får tillgång till hållbart utveckling. 

Ralegan Siddhi är ett enastående exempel där regnvatten tillvaratas 
genom lokala åtgärder och som har möjliggjort en hållbar utveckling av 
hela samhället. Byn framstår som en oas i öknen. Syftet med studien är 
att förstå hur vatten har reglerats i Ralegan Siddhi för att möjliggöra ett 
hållbart jordbruk och därmed en hållbar utveckling av samhället. Ralegan 
Siddhi använde sig omedvetet av integrerad vattenresursförvaltning 
(Decentraliserad IWRM) strategi, för att övervinna sina vattenfrågor i 
slutet av 1980-talet. Man kan dra slutsatsen från Ralegan Siddhi fallet, att 
det är klokt att införa IWRM eller decentraliserad IWRM som ett verktyg 
för att lösa vattenrelaterade problem. 

Även att bekämpa fattigdom med IWRM som ramverk är ett lovande 
verktyg. IWRM tillvägagångssätt riktar sig mot en balanserad oro för 
ekonomisk effektivitet; d.v.s. miljömässig hållbarhet och social rättvisa 
samt genom att genomföra vattenförvaltningen skulle det bidra till att 
övervinna många hållbarhets- och vattenrelaterade utmaningar. 

Ytterst förutses studien att kunna hjälpa och förbättra jordbrukarnas 
situation i områden med vattenbrist i Indien och på andra håll i världen. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water is essential element for human survival but unstainable development practices and short term 
economic benefits are responsible for water scarcity in many areas around the world. Climate change is 
aggravating the risk with distribution and water availability. Agriculture is a sector highly dependent on 
water. The livelihood of a vast population in the world depends on not only agriculture, but also forestry, 
wetlands and fisheries and land use which, in turn, are strongly influenced by water based ecosystems that 
depend on monsoon rains. India is a global agricultural powerhouse. It is the world’s largest producer of 
milk, pulses, and spices as well as the largest area under wheat, rice and cotton. But increasing water 
scarcity in India is affecting agricultural sector, hence affecting socio- economic conditions of poor Indian 
farmers. In some pockets of the country, attempts have been made during the last few decades to manage 
the scarce water resources more efficiently and govern them more wisely, so that agriculture as the main 
economic backbone of the local communities can be sustainably supported. Ralegan Siddhi is one such 
outstanding case where the rainwater harvested through local interventions has enabled sustainable 
development of the entire community. The village stands out as an oasis in the desert. The aim of the 
study is to understand how water has been governed in Ralegan Siddhi to enable sustainable agriculture 
and hence sustainable development of the community. Ultimately, the study is foreseen to help improve 
the farmers’ situation in water scarce areas in India and elsewhere by sharing this study report based on 
Ralegan Siddhi’s water governance practices with other researchers as well as concerned agencies and 
actors. 
 

Key Words:  

Rain water harvesting, Integrated Water Resource Management, Sustainable agriculture, Public 

participation, and Strong leadership.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Water is essential element for human survival but unstainable development practices and 
perspective of short term economic gains are responsible for water scarcity in many areas 
around the world, hence affecting negatively on overall human development and 
sustainability of natural resources. Climate change is aggravating these risks. Inadequate 
assessment of water resources leads to overexploitation of surface and groundwater. Many 
studies reveal that ¼ of the world’s population faces water shortages due to poor 
governance, lack of proper water management systems and infrastructures (WWDR, 2015). 
Water scarcity and related issues affects negatively on the poorer population of the world 
and, the other way round, poverty itself has potential to leave negative impacts on the water 
resources management and services. Poverty reduction through IWRM Integrated water 
resource management is a promising framework which also guarantees long term 
sustainability (WWDR, 2015). 
This study discusses the case of Ralegan Siddhi, India where good water governance, strong 
leadership and public awareness and participation has changed the condition of village over 
last 40 years. Once Ralegan Siddhi was known as a drunkard and poverty stricken village but 
due to implementation of Decentralized Integrated Water Resource Management in the 
village, today Ralegan Siddhi is known as one of the richest and environmentally sustainable 

modern village of India.  

1.1. Background 

India is a land of villages. A majority of population lives in villages. Most of them are farmers 
with agriculture as their main occupation and solely depends on agricultural activities for their 
day-to-day survival. Agriculture is a sector highly dependent on water, a resource that is 
growing increasingly scarce in India due to various reasons. In some pockets of the country, 
attempts have been made during the last few decades by implementing Decentralized IWRM 
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to manage the scarce water resources more efficiently and govern them more wisely, so that 
agriculture as the main economic backbone of the local communities can be sustainably 
supported. Ralegan Siddhi is one such outstanding case where the rainwater harvested 
through local interventions has enabled sustainable development of the entire community. 
The village stands out as an oasis in the desert. It is considered a model of environmental 
conservation. The village has carried out programs like tree planting, terracing to reduce soil 
erosion and digging canals to retain rainwater. For energy, the village uses solar power, biogas 
(some generated from the community toilet) and a windmill (Narain, 2006). 

1.2. Aim and Objectives 

The aim of the study is to understand how water has been governed in Ralegan Siddhi to 
enable sustainable agriculture and hence sustainable development of the community; what are 
the new challenges being faced, and finally explore the pathways towards greater 
sustainability.   
Specific objectives: 

Analysis or a detailed study of existing water governance practices in Ralegan Siddhi. 

Explore how these practices support agriculture and sustainable development in the 
village.  

To identify the recent threats and barriers to effective water governance and analyze its 
impact on agriculture.  

2.THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1. Integrated Water Resources Management  

It’s been observed that water related issues are cause for economic and social unsustainability 
in many countries. Hence water shortage, water quality and any other problem related to 
water requires immediate attention and action to address. “Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM) is process which can assist countries in their endeavor to deal with 
water related issues in cost effective and sustainable way” (GWP, 2000). 
“IWRM is a process which promotes the coordinated development and management of 
water, land and related resources, in order to maximize the resultant social welfare in an 
equitable manner without comprising the sustainability of vital ecosystems” (GWP, 2000).  
IWRM is based on four guiding principles formulated through international consultative 
process leading to International Conference on Water and Environment at Dublin, 1992- “1. 
Fresh Water is a finite & vulnerable resource essential to sustain life, development & the 
environment. 2. Water development & management should be based on a participatory 
approach involving users, planners & policy makers at all levels. 3. Women play a central role 
in the provision, management & safeguarding of water. 4. Water has an economic value in all 
its competing uses & should be recognized as an economic good.” (GWP, 2000). 

2.2. Decentralized Integrated Water Resource Management 

Decentralized IWRM is new terminology evolving within IWRM to work effectively on water 
problems at specific locations. Decentralized IWRM is about micro-watershed-based 
planning and management with “bottom-up” approach and all communities in a micro-
watershed collectively work together for positive result. Being small in scale and localized, 
Decentralized IWRM is more efficient, effective and sustainable. It focuses on rainwater 
harvesting and works on the mechanism to stop or hold or store water locally and to protect 
groundwater by drawing from dug wells, & not ‘pump out’ directly within local management 
institutions and rules (Singh, 2015).  
India is geographically big country and diverse in culture, climate, food, languages, water 
availability and quality. One fix or centralized approach to solve issues related to water is not 
feasible or cannot give good results. Hence, Decentralized IWRM is good solution to solve 
water related problem in the country like India. (Singh, 2014) 

2.3. Effective Water Governance 
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For practicing IWRM effectively, there is need to have good water governance, where 
decisions about the local water resources can be jointly taken by the local stakeholders and 
their implementation can be regularly monitored. Towards this end, the basic principles for 
effective water governance can be seen as playing a central role. These principles are as 
follows: 
Open and Transparent: For effective water governance, it is essential that the system should 
work in open and transparent environment. This can be achieved by using language which is 
understandable to local public and keeping transparency in financial matter.  
Inclusive and Communicative: During work, government and system should communicate 
directly with all the actors involved in process and all the stockholders.  
Coherent and Integrative: System should take care that policies and actions are logically 
connected. “Water governance should enhance the effectiveness of IWRM” (GWP, 2003).  
Equitable and Ethical: Irrespective of gender, social and economic status, all the stakeholders 
should get equal opportunities to participate and benefit from the work.  
Accountable: They should be clarity about roles and responsibilities in system.  
Efficient: Political, social and environmental efficiency should be balanced against the 
economic efficiency 
Responsive and Sustainable: System’s policies and actions should lead to water governance 
which is capable to serve present and future users. (GWP, 2003) 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The findings of this study are derived primarily from a literature review and an empirical field 
study in Ralegan Siddhi. The literature review helped understand the historical background 
about study area, while the field visit helped understand the existing water governance 
practices in study area. Any lacuna remaining in the data procured was completed through 
subsequent telephonic interviews and email exchanges to. During the field visit, a number of 
related stakeholders were interviewed using semi-structured questionnaire as the main 
research instrument and observations were made on the current water governance scenario, 
issues and interventions. The conditions were further discussed with locals in the study area. 
The semi-structured questionnaire was prepared with aim to answer the specific objectives 
stated in section 1.4. The primary informants were member of Gram Panchayat1, 
coordinators of watershed development, coordinator of Ralegan Media Center, local farmers 
. Interviewed stakeholders were selected with aim to get more reliable and correct and 
firsthand information. Secondary sources used in this research are the information, data and 
pictures from the published material from the scientific journals related the study area. 

4.RALEGAN SIDDHI 

Ralegan Siddhi is very small but modern village in India. It is located in drought-prone area 
of Parner Tehsil of Ahmadnagar district in Central Maharashtra state (see fig: 1). It is 87km 
from Pune city. The Pune-Aurangabad state highway is just at distance of 5km from the 
village (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011). 
Total area of village is 982.31ha and it is surrounded by small hills. Of the total land area, 
over 300 ha land is not available for cultivation of crops, of which 194 ha land is covered by 
forest. The village experiences very uncertain rain pattern and receives rain around only 
35days in the year. Ralegan mostly receives rain from July to September with maximum 
rainfall in the month September and it ranges between 450 and 650 mm. Temperatures of the 
village varies from season to season and ranges between 12 and 44°c. Due to hilly nature, 
landscape of the village is undulating and also poor soil quality and depth restricts rainwater 
from percolation. Before1975 or reform, due to lack of proper understanding and 

                                                           
1 Gram Panchayat- Village-based form of self-government in India 
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arrangements to store rainwater, most of the rainwater was wasted and led to loss of fertile 
topsoil due to water runoff (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011). 

 

 

Figure 1: Location Map of Ralegan Siddhi (Source: FAO) 

 
Agriculture is the main source of livelihood for the people of the village. After the 
transformation of Ralegan Siddhi, the total number of household in the village has increased 
from 178 to 394 and population has increased from 1209 in 1971 to 2306 in 2001. But female 
to male sex ratio of the village in last three decades from 1971 has declined from 1.029 to 
0.82 due returning of male population to the village who had migrated to the big city for 
work. In a 2001 survey, it was found that out of 394 households in Ralegan Siddhi, 18.3 
percent were below poverty line and 4.3 percent were very poor. (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011) 

5.RALEGAN SIDDHI BEFORE REFORM 

Before 1975, Ralegan Siddhi was a village like any other villages in India and was facing acute 
poverty, hardship, high illiteracy rate, high infant mortality rate, alcohol addiction in the 
community, improper environment for health, lack of basic services like food, water etc. 
Most of the villagers were farmers and around 70% of households were living under poverty 
due to uncertain rain patterns, regular drought situations, lack of arrangements for rain water 
storage, soil depletion which ultimately led to low productivity and hence to low income 
(Selvaranjan et al., 2001).  
Water scarcity in the area was restricting the agriculture activities.  The water table was at a 
depth of 20m and during summers, many wells in the village used to be dry. People of the 
Ralegan Siddhi used to bring drinking water from neighboring villages. Uneven landscape 
and stiff slopes, together with poor vegetation cover resulted in high rate of surface runoff 
and also washed away fertile topsoil. Hardly 20 ha of village land could be irrigated with then 
available water. Ralegan Siddhi was not even able to fulfill 30 percent of its food 
requirements and one-third of the households used to miss their meals every alternate day 
(Mishra, 1996).  
To fulfill basic food needs of family, poor farmers started borrowing money and grains from 
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moneylenders with promise of returning it back in particular time with interest. However, the 
situation of poor farmers was worsening more day by day and they were not in position to 
return back loans, which they had taken from moneylenders. As a result of this, their lands 
were captured by moneylenders and at one point almost all village land was captured by three 
or four moneylenders. Some villagers had left the village and moved to bigger cities like 
Pune, Mumbai and Ahmednagar for work to support their families’ basic needs (Pangare and 
Pangare, 1992), and some villagers had started working outside village in stone quarry and 
participated in drought relief work under Employment Guarantee Scheme (EGS). But jobs 
through EGS were temporary and did not pay much. Villagers by then came to know that 
jobs outside the village would not solve their problem permanently (Mehta & Satpathy, 
2011). 
During this poverty-stricken period when farmers were highly distressed, one villager started 
liquor business. His improved life style and success in business attracted many other villagers 
into the liquor business. Gradually around 40 liquor shops were opened in the village. 
Recurring drought and increased alcoholism in village took many villagers into state of 
indebtedness and extreme poverty and resulted in disturbing village’s sociocultural values. 
Street fight, theft, rowdiness, domestic violence became very common in the village and the 
name of Ralegan Siddhi came up on crime record of police. To name few, other essential 
factors for human development were also neglected before reform in Ralegan Siddhi such as 
health and education. No hospital was there in village or in its close vicinity. Villagers with 
their limited knowledge on hygiene and health were easily exposing themselves to life 
threating diseases. There was just one district council primary school up to grade 4 and only 
10% of villagers attended school on regular basis (Pangare and Pangare, 1992). Poverty 
restricted many from perusing education outside of the village so they stuck to agriculture as 
an occupation (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011).  
In the history of Ralegan Siddhi, village experienced the worst drought in 1972. Many 
organizations came forward for drought relief work but all these solutions were temporary. 
There was need for permeant solution to fight against drought and poverty.  In 1975 with 
two objectives i.e. to provide temporary employment and promote water conservation, 
government took initiative and granted fund for the construction of percolation tank with a 
water storage capacity of 114.2 lakh cubic feet. This work solved employment issues of many 
villagers for period of one and half years but defective design of tank led to seeping away of 
water, hence not solved the other objective related to water conservation (Mishra, 1996; 
Mehta & Satpathy, 2011). 
The man who is responsible for transformation of Ralegan Siddhi, Anna Hazare returned to 
the village in 1975 after serving the country for over 15 years in the army. He was very 
saddened to see his own village and villagers in the difficult situation and decided to devote 
his life for social work and to improve the condition of his village. After analyzing the 
situation of Ralegan Siddhi, Anna Hazare came to the conclusion that water scarcity in the 
area was the main root cause behind deteriorated condition of the village and the villagers 
(Mehta & Satpathy, 2011). 

6. RALEGAN SIDDHI AFTER 1975 

6.1. First Step Towards Dream Village 

During this time, for the construction of school building when Sarpanch (elected head of the 
Gram Panchayat) asked villagers to donate money, none of the villagers came forward to 
support, as they felt it is government’s job to provide education facilities to the citizens. Anna 
Hazare understood the situation and adopted different strategy to involve villagers in the 
improvement activities of the village. As Indians are very religious at heart, he asked villagers 
to contribute to rebuild the village’s very old temple and for this work he himself contributed 
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all his saving of Rs. 22,0002. This selfless act of Anna inspired many villagers. Being poor 
they were not able to contribute big amounts but decided to provide free labor (shramdan) in 
the temple construction work. Many youths of the village came forward and took interest in 
the renovation of the temple and agreed on Anna’s view to transform the village. Later Anna 
started guiding this youth team (tarun mandal) for many progressive activities for the village. 
This work of Anna Hazare’s made the villagers think to come together and help each other 
to fight against poverty. Love and respect increased for Anna in villagers. Villagers started 
discussing their problems with Anna.  These informal discussions and fruitful solutions from 
Anna, helped to build the Gram Sabha, i.e. village assembly, where many conflicts of the 
village were resolved (Mishra, 1996).  
Anna realized that for sustainable reform in the village, it was very important for him to 
control the habits and practices which were disturbing the sociocultural ethos of the village. 
After studying the situation, he found out that it was alcoholism. He recognized that liquor 
business started in village due to lack of alternative income generating opportunities. Anna 
with his youth team started talking to the villagers about ill effects of alcoholism and 
influenced many people in short time to shut down around 30 liquor shops and made liquor 
business illegal. This was the first step of Anna and team towards creating their dream village 
(Pangare and Pangare, 1992). 

6.2. Water Harvesting and Public Participation 

Through different central and state rural development programs for poor, Anna tried to get 
employment for the villagers but all those were temporary opportunities and there was need 
for permanent income generating opportunities to overcome poverty and address related 
issues in the village. Villagers’ interest and expertise in the agricultural sector caught Anna’s 
attention and he started thinking on the barriers to sustainable agriculture such as water 
scarcity and recurrent drought.  To overcome these barriers, at the first stage he adopted 
Vilasrao Salunke’s very simple Pani Panchayat model of ‘Pani Adawa, Pani Jarawa’ (rainwater 
preservation) and suggested to construct the nalla bunds (open drains) (see fig: 2) to control 
the surface runoff. Main objective of this mission of Anna was to enable villagers get at least 
two crops in a year, in a situation where they could hardly manage one crop. To reduce the 
construction cost, Anna influenced the villagers to provide free labor (under Shramdan) for 
the construction of the six nalla bunds (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011).   
During this period, in 1982- 83 the state government announced Ralegan Siddhi as Krishi 
Pandhari (agriculture services provider) under the Comprehensive Wasteland Development 
Programme (COWDEP) with the main objectives- soil conservation through controlling 
runoff and biomass generation and the village was divided into four watersheds. Over an area 
of 605ha, 31 nalla bunds with the storage capacity of 282,182 cubic meters were constructed 
under COWDEP but due to corruption and lack of monitoring, government faced many 
implementation issues during project. Under Shramdan and Anna’s guidance, villagers took 
initiative to monitor the project. 

                                                           
2 One Rupee= 0.0149944 USD 
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Figure 2: Design of Nalla Bund   
(Source: HYDRATELIFE, www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif) 

Next on list was to fix the defects in the percolation tank (see fig: 3) which was built in 1975. 
In 1984 Anna convinced Zilla Parishad (district council) office to release the estimated 
material cost of Rs. 3.91 lakh for the renovation of the tank and construction cost was again 
contributed by villagers through Shramdan. This idea of Shramdan not only reduced the 
implementation cost but also improved monitoring and build “sense of participation and 
ownership” among the villagers (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011).  
 

 

      Figure 3: Percolation Tank in Ralegan Siddhi 
                  (Source: HYDRATELIFE, www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif) 

For effective percolation, trees plantation was carried out around the tank. All these efforts 
resulted into rise of water table. To access this water, it was logical to dig wells along the flow 
but due to financial condition 80% of poor farmers could not afford to spend on digging 
their own wells. To overcome on this issue Anna proposed to dig a community well under 
his “cooperative society” concept and managed to convince the farmers to give their 
contiguous land for the construction of community well which would irrigate 35 acres of the 
land. 50% construction cost of this community well was recovered through Shramdan and 
rest 50% Anna borrowed. This led to enough water supply for irrigation. Success of this 
work, inspired villagers to construct 7 more wells within 2 years on cooperative basis which 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif
http://www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif
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could irrigate 700-800 acres of land and made water available around the year. Before this, 
villagers used to struggle for one crop a year but after the construction of wells they were 
able to easily take two crops and resulted in five times increase in yield. (Mehta & Satpathy, 
2011). 
 

 

      Figure 4: Gully Plug in Ralegan Siddhi  

      (Source: HYDRATELIFE, www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif) 

 
Later the programs like construction of Gully plugs (see fig.4) along hillsides and 
afforestation in all the four watersheds were carried out which contributed to recharge of the 
aquifers furthermore, hence more water was available for irrigation. All this ultimately helped 
in reducing the wasteland from 241 to 122 hectares (Mehta & Satpathy, 2011). 

6.3. Kukadi Canal- Additional Water for Irrigation 

Ralegan Siddhi is located in drought prone area. To ensure regular water supply for irrigation, 
it was decided to lift water from 200km long Kukadi canal, constructed by government which 
flows 3km from Ralegan and built on Krishna River tributary. Over 100 lift irrigation systems 
had been installed on this canal but all of them had failed except Ralegan Siddhi’s cooperative 
society called Krishna Pani Purvatha Society.  This was planned with estimated cost of Rs 
3,000,000 and loans were split in two instalments i.e. Rs. 2,100,000 taken in 1986 and Rs. 
900,000 taken in 1992. At the beginning 103 villagers with total combined land area of 525 
acres had participated in this scheme. In 1993- 1994 Rs. 1,825,000 loan was taken by 
mortgaging the members land from Bank of Maharashtra and as always labor of worth Rs. 
300,000 was arranged through Shramdan. In order to benefit more area from this scheme, 
the second loan was taken and new pipeline and pump sets were added. The electricity cost 
of Rs 800,000 and water cost of Rs. 80,000 were collected from the members of Krishna Pani 
Purvatha Society. This scheme was planned to irrigate around 1000 acres of land but actually 
it irrigates 700 acres of land. The reasons were two: first, due to gravity related issues, water 
was not able to reach to some part (around 100 acres) of land which was planned to be 
covered in this scheme and second, 30 memberships were canceled as they did not make 
payments on time. Krishna Pani Purvatha Society had 260 members and they returned the 
loan of Rs. 3,000,000 with 16 % interest rate in 2001. 
Around 40% of village water needs are fulfilled by Kukadi Canal. Ralegan Siddhi faces 
drought every 3 to 4 years and sometime more frequently but Kukadi canal water supports 
villagers to take two crops a year. But load shedding problem in the area is a big barrier in 
accessing water even though plenty of water is available in the canal. (Mehta & Satpathy, 
2011). 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/X5669E/x5669e00.gif
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7.FIELD WORK FINDINGS 

In study visit to Ralegan, it has been observed that the village has good vision about future 
problems that might arise, also has strategies or solutions to overcome present problems and 
avoid future issues. Village is very much -independent in all respects. Villagers’ awareness and 
wise planning along with Ralegan’s watershed development program helped them overcome 
water scarcity in the village. Still today, villagers through their shramdan (free labor) 
participate in all the work carried out under watershed development program for village’s 
development. This chapter discusses the watershed development program (WDP) in the 
village and the different solutions and strategies which have been adopted by Ralegan Siddhi 
to overcome the barriers to sustainable development. 

7.1. Watershed Development Program, Ralegan Siddhi 

About Ralegan Siddhi’s Watershed Development Program (WDP), one of the WDP 
coordinator gave following information in interview on- 
Renovation of percolation tank by villagers under Anna Hazare’s leadership resulted into 
recharging aquifers of the village back in late 80’s and encouraged villagers and Anna Hazare 
to work more on water and soil conservation. Anna Hazare and few villagers took initiative 
to implement the concept of watershed development program in village with guidance from 
director of soil conservation Maharashtra then. It all just started with constructions of nalla 
bunds and gully plugs as stated in section 6.1 and 6.2 and showed good result in solving 
water scarcity problem in the village then. Over these four decades, under guidance and 
leadership of Anna Hazare different effective and efficient watershed development program 
has been carried out in village which have been explain in detail in section 7.3 and 7.4. All 
these WDP helped Ralegan Siddhi to solve their water related issues and made Ralegan 
prosperous and independent. During initial years, nine members of Gram Sabha (village 
assembly) - five men and four women - worked as main coordinators of WDP. In recent 
years Gram Sabha selects the qualified villagers as coordinators of WDP for different 
development activities. Ratio of men to women varies for every development program. These 
are temporary jobs opportunities focused on particular development project.  
To carry out WDP in the village, Ralegan has received financial support from National Bank 
of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) Delhi, Hind Swaraj Trust and also 
villagers as always donate free labor in all WDP work. All the structures constructed for 
water conservation in the village are located on village’s common land i.e. on government 
land except the farm pond as it is individual farmer’s choice.  
Hind Swaraj Trust is watershed development training (WDT) center of Ralegan Siddhi, 
which was established in 1995. WDT center started formally from year 1997. Every year 
many government officers from different part of India and national and international people 
interested in watershed development come here for training. These trainings are paid and all 
the money gathered in this trust are used for Ralegan’s welfare. Anna Hazare is the director 
of this trust and there are other eight members are on board out of which six are men and 
two are women.  

7.2. Water Recycling Project Committee 

One of the Ralegan’s Media Center coordinator gave following information in interview on 
about Water Recycling Project Committee - 
To work effectively on water recycling project in the village, Water Recycling Project 
Committee was formed in 2009. 12 members are there in this committee out of which nine 
are men and three are women. Anna Hazare is the director of this committee. To carry out 
water cycling work in Ralegan, Water Recycling Project Committee got financial support of 
Rupees 2 billion from state government and Rupees 5 million from local villagers.  

7.3. Water shortage 

As mentioned in previous sections, Ralegan had faced water shortage due recurring draught, 
load shedding etc. To eliminate the dependency on other sources like Kukadi canal for water, 
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Ralegan’s watershed development program (WDP) has developed solutions and strategies to 
fight against water scarcity in village- 

7.3.1. Recycling of Water 

One of the WDP’s coordinators of Ralegan age 24 gave information in interview that Water 
Recycling Project Committee, Ralegan have installed two 50hp pumps on each community 
well of the village (see fig 5). During excessive rain or in rainy season, when there is enough 
water in village’s wells, excess water from the wells has been pumped to the percolation tank 
on top side through the distance of 2.5km. 
 

 
 

       Fig 5: Community Well with two 50hp pumps installed (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 
 

This water further gets infiltrated into the soil and recharges the aquifers more for future use 
and helps to reduce waste of water which occurs due to evaporation. 

7.3.2. Farm Pond 

 

 

      Figure 6: Farm Pond, Ralegan Siddhi (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 
 

During rainy season to store excess surface runoff from farm land and rain water locally for 
future use, farm pond (see fig. 6) of capacity 2500 milion liters are very common in Ralegan. 
One of the WDP coordinatore has confirmed that around 15 farm ponds are there in village 
and fund to build those were borrowed by respective owner of the farm from governmental 
bank. As Ralegan is located in drought prone area, rain pattern and intensity changes 
frequently. Water from farm pond helps to start growing the crops and to handle this 
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uncertainty of nature. 
A farmer aged 50 and owns 24 acres of farm land in Ralegan Siddhi, said in his interview that 
“farm pond gives us mental satisfaction because we see the water is there for irrigation in 
case of delayed rain and we pumped the water from the farm pond as per our need of 
irrigation.”  

 

 
 

     Figure 7: Crops on farm pond (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 

7.3.3. Continuous Contour Trenches (CCT) 

When rainwater falls on ground, it flows with great speed and carries the upper soil layer with 
flow. This downward flow can be stopped by CCT. In this water conservation technic, the 
trenches run along the contour of the land. When rainwater falls on area covered with CCT, 
trenches becomes a one-way valve where water can flow into it but not out. Hence, rainwater 
left only with option to percolate into the ground. To bring up more the ground water level 
and to control loss of water due to evaporation Ralegan adopted the same technic. For that, 
workers of watershed development program (WDP) have dug in the trenches along the 
contour of land  
 

 

      Figure 8: Continuous Contour Trenches, Ralegan Siddhi  

      (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 

 
on top side of village i.e. on hilly slopes, which ultimately provides enough water in village’s 
wells round the year. Also helped to control soil erosion in the area. In Ralegan Siddhi, 
around 142 hectares’ area is covered with CCT (see fig 8). 
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7.3.4. Staggered Trenches 

To stop soil erosion and to protect fertile land by storing water and increasing land moisture 
percentage, trenches are made in staggered or discontinuous manner called Staggered 
Trenches. WDP Ralegan has also implemented this Staggered Trenches water conservation 
technic in the village to secure continuous water supply from ground water source to control 
soil erosion (see fig. 9). They have dug the pits of size 4 x 1 meters with capacity of 1200 
liters of water on the hilly slopes of village which further helps in recharging ground water.  
In Ralegan Siddhi around 162 hectares area is covered with Staggered trenches.  

 

 

       Figure 9: Staggered Trenches, Ralegan Siddhi (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 

7.3.5. Check Dam 

 

      Figure 10: Cement Check Dam, Ralegan (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 

 
Construction cost of cement check dam is higher than mud dam but its lifespan is more and 
it works more effectively and efficiently for flood control. Like normal dam, it also helps to 
store water and thereby to bring up the ground water level; ultimately helps to maintain water 
levels of wells in its catchment area. For long term sustainability, under WDP Ralegan has 
constructed 11 cement check dams (see fig. 10).  

7.3.6. Waste Water Reuse 

Like recycling of water, watershed committee of Ralegan also works on project called ‘Waste 
water reuse’ with the objective- best water from wastewater. In this project, (see fig. 11) they 
collect and treat the wastewater from community toilets, school and hostel. Later this cleaned 
water from wastewater is supplied by drip irrigation to the trees around. This project has 
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helped to increase the number of trees and have created greenery all around the village.  
 

 

       Figure 11: Wastewater reuse project (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 

7.3.7. Wise Crop Selection 

To handle water shortage issue in the village and still to be progressive and economically 
strong, farmers of Ralegan strategically selected crops which require less water to grow like 
sorghum (jowar), pearl millet (bajra), vegetables like onions, fruits and flower etc. and not like 
sugarcane and banana which requires more water to grow. This wise crop selection and good 
water governance in the village made Ralegan capable to take three crops per year. To 
maintain soil quality, farmers takes crops in rotation. Crops selection are based on climatic 
conditions and water quantity required for the crops.  Ralegan mostly follow this order like 1. 
Pearl millet (bajra) and green gram (moong) 2. Sorghum (jowar) and onion 3. Fruits like 
pomegranate, papaya etc., flowers like Chrysanthemums (shewanti), marigold (zendu) and 
vegetables like tomato, cabbage etc.  

7.4. Soil erosion 

To overcome the problem of loss of fertile topsoil due to surface runoff and to save cement 
dam from accumulation of mud in itis important to arrest this soil in village itself. Under 
WDP, Ralegan is working on following strategies-  

7.4.1. Ranch Development and Plantation 

Grass and plants helps earth to keep strong hold on top soil hence controls the soil erosion. 
Under WDP, Ralegan has carried out Ranch development and plantation program in 323 
hectares area of the village where villagers are not allowed to bring their animals to feed 
directly. There are other few advantages of ranch development and planation like- it helps 
rain to infiltrate into soil hence helps in recharging aquifers, it not only produces enough 
food for village’s livestock but also villagers export this extra grass to other part of state and 
earn profit.  
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      Figure 12: Villagers cutting grass from Ranch Development Area, Ralegan Sidhhi 

      (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 

7.4.2. Deep Continuous Contour Trenches (Deep CCT) 

 

      Figure 13: Deep Continuous Contour Trenches, Ralegan Siddhi  

      (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 
 

To protect ranch development area from livestock, WDC came up with idea of deep 
continuous contour trenches. Workers of WDP’s have dug 1 X 1 meters deep CCT (see fig. 
13) in 60 hectares’ area around ranch development area. This deep CCT helps in soil 
conservation by trapping the soil in the water flow during heavy rain and stores the rainwater 
hence help to bring up the ground water level.  

7.4.3. Loose Boulder Structure 

Due to uneven surface and hilly nature of Ralegan Siddhi, during heavy rainfall water flows 
with bit high speed than in any other villages with flat topography and also carries the top 
fertile soil with flow i.e. causes soil erosion. To reduce surface runoff by reducing the speed 
of water flow so water gets time to infiltrate into soil to recharge aquifers and to trap the soil 
which flows with water in the same area, under WDP Ralegan has constructed 250 loose 
boulder structure (see fig. 14) in the village. Loose boulder structure is made from the 
available big stones in the area and mud to hold those stones together. These structures act as 
barricade to water flow hence helps to reduce the speed of water and does not allow the soil 
in flow to pass away.  
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     Figure 14: Loose Boulder Structure, Ralegan Siddhi 

     (Photo, Deshmukh, 160106) 

7.4.4. Gabion Bund 

Gabion Bund which provides the same functions such as helps in soil conservation and 
recharging aquifers like Loose Boulder Structure are also seen in Ralegan Siddhi’s Nalla Bund 
(open drains) (see fig. 15). 16 Gabion bund are there in the village. The construction of 
Gabion bund is simple, less expensive and need relative less time to build.  For this, stones 
are wrapped in steel wire mesh and placed in Nalla bund to hold water so that water 
infiltrates into the earth and to trap the top soil, which comes with water flow.  
 

 
      Figure 15: Gabion Bund placed in Nalla Bund, Ralegan Siddhi 

      (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 
 

7.5. Social Equity  

It has been observed that under the guidance of Anna Hazare, villagers understood that 
social equity irrespective of caste, gender and economic status is needed for overall long-term 
sustainable development of village. Public awareness, strong leadership and their work as 
team for social stability in the village are amazing to study. This part discusses different 
aspects on which Ralegan Siddhi worked for long-term sustainable development of village: 

7.5.1. Women’s Empowerment 

On Women’s Empowerment Ralegan’s Media Center coordinator said- “Women are 
important part of any society. In Indian society, most of the time women are responsible for 
domestic work irrespective of their educational background; each woman is expert in water, 
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food, sanitation or hygiene etc. related issues. Hence involving them in work or policymaking 
process related to mention areas would definitely help the society. On same line, Ralegan 
Siddhi involves village’s women in all activity and encourages them to come forward and take 
responsibility to solve these issues and run the society. In short, Ralegan is not men 
dominated society, like men Ralegan’s all women equally contribute through shramdan (free 
labor) in any WDP’s work in the village. Ralegan Siddhi’s current Gram Panchayat Sarpanch 
(elected head of the gram panchayat) is a woman, aged 28. By profession she is teacher and 
owns 10 acers of farm land.” In Interview, Sarpanch (elected head of the gram panchayat) 
gave information that to maintain transparency and to involve every single individual of 
village in the village development work, all the decision about village are taken in Gram 
Sabha meeting where all the villagers are present. Elected head and members of the gram 
panchayat also give chance to the villagers if they want to put their opinion on some decision. 
On women empowerment, Gram Panchayat’s head said that, “16 women self-help group 
works in village.  Villages close to our village got inspired by our women self-help group 
works, together with them now 56 women self-help groups are there which have save 6 
million together. This money we use to set small businesses for women and to make them -
independent.  

7.5.2. Employment 

For long-term sustainability and economic growth in village, Ralegan Siddhi strongly believes 
that all the villagers should be economically -independent. They are very well aware that 
along with agriculture, there is need to grow their agro-based industries to solve the problem 
of unemployment.  

 

      Figure 16: Workers working for Saint Yadavbaba Cooperative Diary Union 

      (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 
 

One of the Ralegan’s media center coordinator, age 25 gave information on villagers work to 
grow their agriculture-based businesses- “The farmers in village have started Saint Yadavbaba 
cooperative dairy union to collect and send the milk out of village in market. Every day more 
than 5000 liters of milk send out of village to sell. All the procedures related to it like 
collection, storage, distribution and transportation solved many young villager’s 
unemployment issue. On same line exporting vegetables from village also helped many to get 
employment. Every year around 250 trucks onions and vegetables has send out of village to 
the big market to sell.” 
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      Figure 17: Exporting Vegetables (Photo, Media Centre Ralegan 160102) 

7.5.3. Poverty Reduction  

About poverty, reduction work in village, Gram Panchayat Member and media center 
coordinator said, “Village is working or worked hard on different strategies to eliminate the 
poverty and inequality issue completely from the village”  
Grain Bank- The villagers have started grain bank to supply grains to the poor and needy 
people. The farmers, who produce excess grain, donate it to the grain bank. This has solved 
the problem of livelihood of the poor people of the village and given satisfaction to the 
villagers and Anna that no one in their village sleeps empty stomach.  
Community Marriage- To keep the harmony, to eliminate the difference between rich and 
poor and to save the unwanted expenses on big fat Indian marriages and thereby to use that 
money for needy people, Ralegan Siddhi has started community marriages in 1976. Many 
poor parents are always worried about their daughter’s marriage. Community marriage has 
reduced the expenditures of marriage and they do not give and take dowry3. All the villagers 
distribute all the work in the marriage and complete it successfully because they all strongly 
believe that whole village is one big family.  
Community farming- Earlier the untouchability was practiced in India. It been observed over 
many times that people in backward class (scheduled castes and scheduled tribes) mostly 
faces poverty. Back in 1983, the backward class villagers had a debt of Rs. 60000 on their 
head. They were not in position to pay it back. That time other villagers provided free labor 
on field of villagers belong to backward class and helped to repay the debts.  

7.5.4. Hygiene  

 A lot of work has been done in the village to provide villagers hygienic environment to live 
in. One of the coordinator of Ralegan’s Media Center said, “Health and hygiene are primary 
demand of any well growing society. Our village and villager knows that for overall village’s 
development, we need to have hygienic environment to keep every individual healthy here, 
after all we are family”. He gave information about following work done in village to keep 
village clean and healthy- 
Clean Village and Community Toilets- Since 1976 all the villagers are collectively contributing 
for village cleanliness. At many places in village, villagers from their own contribution have 
built the toilets with continuous water supply for public. The drainage water from the houses 
is released into soak pits. Village roads are clean and without mud. All the villagers 

                                                           
3 A dowry is money, property, or goods that a woman brings as a gift to her husband upon marriage. 
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participated in village cleaning activities. The wastewater from the school and hostel is treated 
and supplied by drip irrigation to the trees around.  
Health Center- Even though the village is small but still they have primary health center and 
veterinary center to fulfill villagers and their animals with primary medical needs.  

7.5.5. Education 

About educational facilities in village, one of the coordinator of media center Ralegan said in 
his interview, “In today’s technological world, good knowledge and understanding is 
important to run the society and our village and villagers believe that today’s kids will run the 
village tomorrow. Hence providing good education to them is our primary duty.” To 
continue on this, he gave following information-  
Villagers have raised money to build primary school and provided their free labor in 
construction activity back in 80’s. Villagers also have contributed for coloring of the school 
building, computer lab, science lab, digital classroom etc. With academic education, physical 
education is important for kid’s total development, hence villagers have built a play area for 
the children. Villagers have established a secondary school in year 1980. For its recognition, 
Anna had done his first fasting (agitation) with villagers. The school started with only 187 
students has reached to 1100 students today. By collective contribution and shramdan (free 
labor), villagers have raised huge school building of cost 6 million rupees. Recently some 
youth from the village have started English medium school also. To maintain education 
quality and social equality, different activities such as cultural and social events are carried out 
in village by school authority and villagers. 
 

7.6. Threats 

During the field visit, question on threats or barriers to Ralegan’s water management, which 
they are facing today or might, face in future has been asked to four different stakeholders. 
These stakeholders were member of Gram Panchayat, coordinators of watershed 
development, coordinator of Ralegan Media Center, local farmer. However, all of them 
positively and proudly confirmed that village’s water governance is very effective hence, they 
do not see any barriers today or in future which has potential to collapse their water 
management. 

8. DISCUSSION 

8.1. Ralegan Siddhi: Four Guiding Principle of IWRM  

As discussed in section 1.1, IWRM is based on four guiding principles. This section discusses 
how the water governance efforts in Ralegan Siddhi follow the principles of IWRM- 
The historical background discussed in section 4 clarifies that Ralegan had learnt the very 
hard way the importance of water for human survival, environment and overall development 
of society. However, thereafter Ralegan has worked very hard as discussed in sections 6 and 7 
to preserve this finite and vulnerable resource called fresh water for long-term sustainability 
of the village.  
“Water is a subject in which everyone is stakeholder. Real participation only takes place when 
stakeholders are part of the decision making process. This can occur directly when local 
communities come together to make water supply, management and use choices.” (GWP, 
2000). This statement is very well understood by villagers and applied in Ralegan for long-
term sustainability of the village. Historical background clarifies that all the villagers were 
involved in all the reform activities through shramdaan (free labor) during initial reform days. 
Section 7 clarifies that today as well all the villagers are involved at different levels in different 
activities of WDPs’ work such as through shramdaan, coordinator of WDP, member of 
Gram Panchayat etc. 
Women play critical role in collection and storage of water for domestic and in many cases 
agricultural use.  Each woman is expert in water, food, sanitation or hygiene etc. related 
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issues. It has been observed in many cases that they have not been given opportunities to 
involve themselves in management, problem analysis and in the decision making process 
related to water. (GWP, 2000) However, the picture in Ralegan is very progressive, Ralegan 
Siddhi gives equal opportunities to women of the village in all activities and encourages them 
to come forward and take responsibility to solve these issues and run the society.  
The study of water work in Ralegan and IWRM reveals that Ralegan had unknowingly 
considered more or less all the four principles of IWRM to deal with their water issues and 
succeeded to solve those. Ralegan Siddhi is the first village in Maharashtra, India to 
implement the integrated watershed development process under leadership of Anna Hazare 
(Phadke, 2013). Anna’s selfless act and guidance, villagers’ efforts and concerns about 
environment made it possible to overcome on water and poverty issues in the Ralegan siddhi. 
Improved water governance and easy water accessibility made village very independent and 
rich. Today, Ralegan is known as rich village in India (Narain, 2006). In an interview. Anna 
Hazare said. “What I did for my village gave me mental satisfaction. After my entire village is 
my pride, my place of pilgrimage”.  
 

8.2. Implementation of Decentralized Integrated Water Resources Management 

Unknowingly Ralegan Siddhi had adopted Decentralized Integrated Water Recourses 
Management (Decentralized IWRM) approach to overcome on their water related issues in 
early days of reform i.e. in late 1980’s. They have considered all the main aspect of IWRM 
such as social welfare, equity, environment etc. to improve the overall condition of the 
village. Ralegan is very good example to study- “poverty reduction through IWRM 
framework for long term sustainability”. The case of Ralegan can also be presented as real 
world example of Decentralized IWRM. Decentralized IWRM is about micro-watershed-
based planning and management with “bottom-up” approach and all the communities in a 
micro-watershed are collectively work together for positive result. In the case of Ralegan 
Siddhi, being small in scale and localized, Decentralized IWRM has proved more efficient, 
effective and sustainable (Singh, 2015). Decentralized IWRM made Ralegan Siddhi water 
resilient and no threats are foreseen. 

9.CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

It has been argued that IWRM is just attractive and popular concept but its application to 
manage efficiently micro and meso-scale water project in real world is difficult since its 
definition is vague and there is no clarity on basic questions like what aspect should be 
integrated, how and by whom. (Biswas, 2004) The study on Ralegan disproves this argument 
as this study demonstrates that Ralegan Siddhi had adopted though unknowingly, 
Decentralized IWRM approach in late 80’s and succeeded in solving their water and poverty 
challenges. One can conclude from Ralegan Siddhi’s case that it would be wise to adopt 
IWRM or Decentralized IWRM as a tool to solve water related problem. Also poverty 
reduction through IWRM framework is a promising tool. IWRM approach addresses a 
balanced concern for economic efficiency; environmental sustainability and social equity 
hence implementing it in water management would help to overcome many water related 
sustainability challenges. 
The available literature on Ralegan Siddhi and observation and interviews during fieldwork in 
Ralegan Siddhi shed light on the main reasons responsible for dramatic improvement in the 
condition of the village over last four decades. This primarily involves wise water 
management through strong leadership, good will, pure intentions, no corruption, public 
participation, and transparency in administrative system and in the application of the rules 
etc. These reasons reflect principles of effective water governance stated in section 2.3. From 
this, one can conclude that Ralegan has considered all principles needed for good water 
governance, which has ultimately helped them to enhance effectiveness of decentralized 
IWRM (GWP, 2003).   
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Ralegan Siddhi’s vision about today’s issues and future problems that might arise over time 
and solutions and strategies to handle those are just spectacular. These reflect Ralegan’s 
awareness and responsibility for wellbeing of the future generations. The strategies 
implemented to overcome water scarcity reflect the knowledge villagers have and tremendous 
efforts which they have put in. Ralegan has also done eye-catching work in area of women’s 
empowerment, poverty reduction, health and hygiene, employment and education.  
Cases like Ralegan siddhi are definitely not unique in India or the world, but in-depth 
scientific studies of such cases, attempting to understand the factors and processes enabling 
sustainable changes at community level are still insufficient. There is lack of a systematic 
knowledge in this regard. Therefore, basis of this study it emerges that micro-level studies of 
such small-scale community-based IWRM efforts should be carried out to develop a clearer 
understanding on how decentralized IWRM can be effectively practiced and scaled up at the 
micro level worldwide. This will further help to develop a framework to operationalize 
decentralized IWRM as a practice towards sustainable development at micro level. 
Further, the work related to handling of water scarcity, poverty etc. in Ralegan Siddhi has the 
potential to help and to improve the farmers’ situation in water scarce areas in India and 
elsewhere in the world. Ralegan Siddhi sets an example in the country and the world - an 
example to be followed wherever similar eco-climatic situation and constraints prevail.  
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APPENDIX I - SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE 

 What was the conditions of the village before reform? 

 Who did take initiative to make this area water resilient and how? 

 What efforts had been put by locals? 

 Were there village’s women involved in reform activities? 

 What different type of water conservation strategies has been adopted in the 
village? 

 How current water practices changed life of farmers and locals in this area? 

 What type of work has been done in village to overcome on poverty and 
unemployment? 

 What type of help village got from Government? 

 Who provides financial support to carry out different water conservation 
strategies in the village? 

 What problem they are facing today and are they working on solutions to 
resolve the problems? 

 What types of work has been done in village to improve the overall 
environment? 

 Do village encourage women involvement in development activities? 

 What type of education facilities are there in the village? 
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APPENDIX II – PICTURES FROM FIELD VISIT 

 
Interviewing Hon. Annaji Hazare (2nd Jan 2016) 
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